
 

Advertisement for Camera Person & Digital Editor 

National Organization for Working Communities (NOWCommunities) is a not-for-profit 

organization that is registered with the government of Sindh since 2008. The organization is 

currently working on different projects. Under one of its projects, NOWCommunities is 

seeking professionals, for our YouTube channel and other related activities:  

1- Camera person/Videographer & Digital Editor  01 post 

For Camera Person/videographer & Digital Editor  

NOWCommunities is seeking for an experienced & skilled Camera person/Videographer to capture 
and record high-quality and appealing pictures & VDOs for our YouTube Channel and activities 
broadcasting.  
 
As a Camera person or Videographer, your responsibility will be to work on a variety of programs 
which include capturing, recording, interviews, Trainings, lectures, seminars etc. to capture 
enchanting pictures. 
 
The consultant will work in all aspects of the related work. He/she will be in charge of the camera 
equipment and operation.  

If you are interested in this work and can consider approaches to add creativity to your 
work. Apply now!  

Responsibilities 

 Collaborate with senior management and editor to determine all aspects of shots 
and required work. 

 Deliver practical and creative input to scene planning and arrangement. 
 Assemble, select and position all equipment including cameras, stands, and lights 

and so on. 
 Manage and operate motion picture cameras to record scenes related to YouTube 

broadcasts. 
 Prepare and execute each shot according to technical aspects such as light, lenses, 

camera, and filters to achieve desired effects. 
 Determine the camera placement that is to capture pictures, compose shots, shoot 

interviews, training programs, Seminars etc. 
 Create and edit footage of film and pictures as per the requirements. 
 Work closely with the team as team member. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Eligibility and Requirements: 

 Bachelor’s degree or diploma in Photography/Videos, Film, Media or relevant field. 
 Proven 5+ years of working experience as a Camera Person or a similar role in the 

field of the social media. 
 Professional experience in operating equipment. 
 Impressive theoretical & technical knowledge along with the solid visual skills. 
 Capability to comprehend and follow camera scripts. 
 Excellent communication and time management skills. 
 Excellent hand-eye coordination abilities. 

 

How to Apply? 

Please share your proposal, along with your CV, CNIC and NTN at 

nowcommunities@gmail.com till 31 August 2022. Only shortlisted candidate would be 

contacted. 

Note: For ToRs you can visit our website: www.nowcommunities.org  
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